Telemar, in Partnership with ORBIT and Milano
Teleport, Unveils a New Paradigm in Global Maritime
Broadband
iCGlobal™ Delivers Global C‐Band Coverage with Revolutionary Compact
and Easy to Install OrBand™ Terminal
Rome, Italy, November 30, 2011 – Telemar, the leading integrated maritime service and maintenance
provider, in partnership with ORBIT Communication Systems, a provider of mission-critical
connectivity solutions including satellite communications, and Milano Teleport, the largest
independent teleport in Italy, announces the launch of iCGlobal, a new paradigm in maritime satellite
communications. This flexible and future-proof solution combines the benefits of robust, all-weather
global coverage of C-Band and cost-efficient scalable airtime packages with the easy-to-install and
revolutionary compact OrBand VSAT system.

“iCGlobal is available in a wide range of pricing models and leasing packages which render it highly
competitive in pricing while providing unlimited capacity, committed information rate (CIR) and
superior performance than solutions such as hybrid Ku/FBB and future Ka,” said Giorgio Santantonio,
General Manager of Telemar Compagnia Generale. “With this solution, ocean-going vessels can
achieve true global connectivity today, and rest assured that the quality of service will be consistent
anywhere and under any weather conditions.”

iCGlobal recommended package includes unlimited global airtime at 128kbps CIR, OrBand VSAT
system and other necessary equipment as well as an extended warranty at a cost of $3,300 per
month.

“iCGlobal is a strong addition to Telemar Group’s portfolio of communication services,” added
Gennaro Faella, Director of Corporate Operative Coordination and Business Development for
Telemar Group. “Telemar’s distinctive value is in the integration of best-of-breed technologies in order
to create innovative solutions that deliver the specific mix of capabilities required by the various end
users.”

A key component of the iCGlobal solution is OrBand, a compact C-Bband maritime VSAT system that
was built specifically to overcome the limitations of traditional C-Bband terminals. OrBand takes up
40% less deck space than industry-standard systems and is over 30% lighter. Small enough to be
shipped as a single, fully assembled and tested unit in a standard 20-foot container, OrBand
drastically lowers deployment costs and can be installed in a matter of hours. This means that
OrBand can be installed while ships are on routine port calls, substantially driving down operational
costs and eliminating the need for vessels to await dry dock.

“Our newly released OrBand system represents the beginning of a new era in maritime C-Bband
VSAT solutions,” said Avi Cohen, President and CEO of ORBIT Communication Systems. “With
OrBand, customers can enjoy the benefits of global coverage and broadband VSAT in a system that
is both compact and easy to install. OrBand is ideal for a wide variety of smaller vessels that simply
cannot accommodate traditional C-Band systems.”

“With the growing demand for broadband at sea, we have invested in a wide range of satellite airtime
services as well as advanced support and remote diagnostic solutions for the maritime market,” said
Nicola Mossino, Maritime Managing Director for Milano Teleport S.p.A. “Our iSeaGlobal service
specializes in the requirement of maritime customers, providing always-on data and voice
communication with flat monthly rates, as well as a wide range of value added services.”
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About Telemar Group S.p.A.
Telemar is an international group of companies and a leading global provider of maritime IT solutions,
such as satellite communications and navigation. The subsidiaries together with the technical network
allow us to operate with an integrated model that covers global design, purchase, airtime,
communication and navigation equipment integration, deployment and maintenance.

Telemar is the number one provider of worldwide service contracts with extensive expertise in
handling direct contacts with customers, a network of partnerships and service points. Telemar
operates in all shipping ports and is present in 12 markets: Italy, Germany, UK, USA, Sweden,
Russia, Finland, Norway, China, Hong Kong, Santo Domingo, and Singapore. Telemar leads
maritime shipping, mega yachting and land satcom markets. Telemar manages 10,000+ service
interventions per annum.
For more information please visit www.telemargroup.com

About ORBIT Communication Systems, Ltd.
ORBIT is a world leading supplier of innovative satellite communications solutions as well as tracking
and telemetry and communications management systems. The company’s products are deployed on
board marine, airborne and land platforms with both military and civilian customers and are installed
on thousands of projects with companies and organizations worldwide. ORBIT’s customers include
over 20 Navies, major integrators such as Airbus Military, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Northrop
Grumman and Rockwell Collins, as well as communications service providers such as SELEX
Communications, Telespazio, Eutelsat, NewSat, Gilat, Harris Caprock, Milano Teleport and others.

ORBIT is a public company traded on the Tel‐Aviv Stock Exchange. The company boasts an
international sales and support network that includes the United States, Europe, and the Far East in
addition to its international technical service centers located around the world.
For more information, please visit www.orbit‐cs.com
About Milano Teleport S.p.A.
Milano Teleport is the leading independent Teleport in Italy in the satellite communications domain,
active in broadcasting and two-way services, offering connectivity to earth or maritime stations, fixed
or moving sites, with a global reach.
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iSeaGlobal , the maritime brand of Milano Teleport, includes a mix of satellite high speed solutions for
any kind of ship. iSeaGlobal is developed on a high-capacity broadband infrastructure with a low, flat
rate which allows the crew and the passengers to use the Internet, exchange email, VoIP phone
services and other advanced applications, and stay connected anywhere and under any weather
conditions.

Milano Teleport is a Global Market Leader for Maritime Broadband Services to Ship owners using MT
Solutions for both worldwide and regional coverage.
For more information please visit http://www.milanoteleport.com/
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